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Abstract. Changing one’s behavior is difficult, so many people look towards tech-
nology for help. However, most current behavior change support systems are in-
flexible in that they support one type of behavior change and do not reason about
how that behavior is embedded in larger behavior patterns. To allow users to flex-
ibly decide what they desire to change, a system needs to represent and reason
about that desire. Moreover, we argue that reasoning about the context of a behav-
ior could improve an agent’s support. Therefore, we propose a formal framework
for a reasoning agent to represent and reason about the personal behavioral con-
text of desired user changes. This framework models an individual’s possible and
current behavior, their desire for change, as well as other relevant changes that a
system could use to support a desired change. In a user survey we show that peo-
ple feel these other relevant changes would be useful in more flexibly supporting
their desired change in behavior. This work provides a foundation for more flexible
personalized behavior change support.
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1. Introduction

There are many circumstances in which people want or need to change their behavior.
Such behavioral changes include health-related changes, such as getting more exercise
or eating healthier, spending more time with family, or spending time more effectively.
However, changing behavior is difficult and assistance is, therefore, very welcome [2].
Technology such as AI is increasingly used to provide such assistance, since, unlike
human coaches, it is relatively cheap, and always available to help [24].

Behavior change support systems (BCSS) are developed for many behaviors and
show great promise [16,10], especially with advances in AI. However, a BCSS is typ-
ically aimed at a specific behavior (such as living more healthily [17,12] or saving en-
ergy [11]), and does not incorporate any representation of the personal context in which
that behavior occurs. This inflexibility and lack of representation has several possible
consequences. Firstly, the support might not be as effective, since different people have
different needs, desires and preferences [22]. Some people might wish to be more sus-
tainable by taking shorter showers, while others would choose to eat less meat. Secondly,
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people also prefer diverse and personalized support and might, therefore, not use inflex-
ible systems [8]. Thirdly, opportunities might be missed when a system does not reason
about the consequences of a change. Some people might be assisted in biking more by
convincing them to drive less. But that only works if they typically use a car. Finally,
this inflexibility also means systems typically are not capable of supporting people with
multiple different goals, such as both healthy eating and a more active lifestyle.

In order to equip a behavior change support system with the means to flexibly sup-
port various behaviors, it needs to model both the users’ existing actions and the conse-
quences of changes to those actions. Most BCSS follow two main steps: identifying the
obstacle to change (e.g. motivation, or knowledge), and selecting an appropriate inter-
vention method (e.g. convincing, or informing) [13]. These steps are typically done by
the designers of the system. However, for a flexible system the behavior to change is not
known in advance and the system itself will have to choose how to best support a change.

We argue that for an AI support system to make this choice, we need to add two
steps at the start. Firstly, we need to model (i.e. represent) what behavior the user wishes
to change, as well as the context that this behavior exists in (e.g. what alternatives exist).
Actions do not typically exist in isolation, and stopping something might only be possible
if you start something else, or stop doing other things as well. Secondly, we propose
that modeling what other behavior changes could help bring about the desired change
is important. This allows for a system to support in more flexible ways. For example,
supporting biking could be useful when a user wishes to drive less if those are the two
options. This type of reasoning requires a model of both the behavioral context of a
change, as well as of the causes of and possible obstacles to a specific change. The
example scenario illustrates these two steps we propose for a specific use case.

Example scenario: Alice and Bob want to change their behavior to cycle to work
more often, and use a BCSS. Step one is identifying their possible behavior. Alice has
the option to go by bus, walk or bike, while Bob has the option to drive or to bike to
work. This step includes identifying what actions are done to perform these options. Both
must first find the keys for the bicycle lock, but also unlock the shed. For Bob driving
involves finding car keys and driving. For Alice the bus involves walking to the bus stop,
getting on and getting off and walking involves walking the route to work. Next, we need
to model other possible support. Alice normally takes the bus, while Bob drives. Because
they cannot both bike and take the car or bus, a system could support with stopping
these behaviors. However, for Bob stopping to drive would always involve biking, while
Alice has walking as an alternative as well. So for her, stopping to take the bus will not
necessarily help her bike. Additionally, if Alice and Bob cannot find their bike keys they
will not be able to bike. So if finding their keys is a problem, a system could also assist
with this action.

Only after these things are clear could a system support the desired changes by
identifying the obstacles to change, selecting an intervention technique appropriate for
the individual user, and executing this, for instance following [13].

In this paper, we present a formal framework which allows a BCSS to represent
an individual’s behavior and wish for change, as well as to reason about the causes of
and possible obstacles to those changes. We identify two main contributions. Firstly, our
framework is capable of modelling a wish for change, including how this is embed-
ded in an individual’s possible behavior. Secondly, based on this information it allows
reasoning about exactly what other changes could be relevant to a wish for change.
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Figure 1. Behavior diagram of going to work. Black circles are mandatory and white circles optional. Bold
outlined actions are being done, and actions in italics with stars are ambiguous. We consider two change
models: c1 (starting to bike to work; green “+”) and c2 (stopping driving to work; red “−”).

The combination of motivation and formalisation is the core of this paper’s contri-
bution. Additionally to this motivation and formalization, we also present a user survey
which evaluates the underlying intuitions about what additional relevant changes exist,
given a user’s main change wish.

In the remainder of this paper, we will use a running example involving ways of
traveling to work (see Figure 1). Section 2 presents a framework for modeling the user’s
behavior and desired changes and Section 3 a method to identify other relevant changes.
In Section 4 we present a user study that shows that with this framework, a behavior
change support agent is able to identify other changes relevant to a main change which
are intuitive to users. We finish (Section 5) with a discussion and conclusion on how our
work contributes towards more flexible support for a behavior change support agent.

2. Behavior Model

To model the user’s wish for change, we first need to model the structure of their possible
behavior, specifically how different actions relate to each other. Given that behaviors
can form hierarchies (e.g. smaller actions make up larger behaviors), we follow [9] and
assume a basic tree structure (Definition 2.1) of actions that are annotated with various
properties (Definition 2.2) to give a behavior diagram.

Definition 2.1 (Tree) Let N be a set of actions and E : N×N a relation on N, where
(a,b) ∈ E denotes that a is the parent of b. We say that (N,E) is a tree, if E is antisym-
metric, irreflexive, and such that for any a, b, c ∈ N, if (a,b) ∈ E and (c,b) ∈ E, then
a = c. We use r to denote the root of a tree, i.e., the node m ∈ N such that there is no
n ∈ N with (n,m) ∈ E. There can be precisely one such root node in any tree.

Each action n ∈N that is not a leaf in the tree is labelled as one of xor (it is done by
doing exactly one of its children), or (it is done by doing one or more of its children), or
option (it is done by doing all of its children that are in a mandatory relationship to
it, and some (possibly none) of non-mandatory (i.e. optional) children).

To illustrate with our example (Figure 1), the action going to work can be performed
in two different ways and is an exclusive choice (xor) between biking and driving. The
action of biking to work (“By bike”, option) needs to include the mandatory Get bike
keys and bike route to work, and could also optionally include put on raincoat.

One difference between an or/xor relationship and an option relationship is that
while for the first doing any child means you are doing the parent (e.g. biking to work
means you are going to work), for the second the child is only a part of what defines the
activity (e.g. getting keys is only a part of biking to work). Because of that, we say that
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optional and mandatory children could potentially be practically indistinguishable
from actions performed in a different context (e.g. getting bike keys when tidying).

We, therefore, define ambiguous actions as being those that can occur in different
behavioral contexts. Distinguishing between ambiguous and non-ambiguous actions is
important, because when we look to support a behavior then we also consider other
actions that, if supported, can contribute to the change. For example, we might support
Alice cycling to work by assisting her to bike the route to work, if she has trouble finding
the way. On the other hand, helping her find her bike keys is less helpful: because finding
the keys is ambiguous, supporting it might not help with cycling to work specifically.

Definition 2.2 (Behavior Diagram) A Behavior Diagram D is a structure D=(N,AMB,
E,λ ,µ) such that:

• N is the set of nodes representing actions; (N,E) is a tree;
• E ⊆ N×N is the set of decomposition edges and N∗ ⊆ N is the set of nodes that

are not leaves (i.e. ∀a ∈ N∗∃b ∈ N : (a,b) ∈ E);
• λ : N∗→ NT is a labelling of the nodes, where NT = {or,xor,option} is the

set of node types;
• AMB ⊂ N is those actions that are ambiguous, i.e. they can occur in different

behavioral contexts (they must be the children of an option node: ∀n ∈ AMB :
∃(n′,n) ∈ E : λ (n′) = option);

• and finally, if we let Nopt ⊆ N be the set of nodes with label option, i.e., {a |
a∈N,λ (a) = option}, and Eopt be the set of edges emerging from these nodes,
i.e., {(a,b) | (a,b) ∈ E,a ∈ Nopt}, then µ : Eopt→{mandatory,optional}
is a labelling of these edges.

Given this type of behavior diagram, a behavior or model consists of a subset of the
diagram’s nodes. A model intuitively specifies one typical way in which the user per-
forms the behavior specified by the diagram. A behavior is practical if it can practically
occur according to the behavior diagram (Definition 2.3). This means that the behav-
ior adheres to the specified node types of the diagram, and that a child activity is only
included if its parent activity is also performed, unless the child activity is ambiguous.

Definition 2.3 (Model / Practical Model) Let D = (N,AMB,E,λ ,µ) be a Behavior Di-
agram. A model of D is a subset M ⊆ N of the nodes of D. A Practical Model, denoted
D  M, is a subset M ⊆ N such that

• if n ∈M and λ (n) = or, then for at least one m ∈ N with (n,m) ∈ E, m ∈M;
• if n ∈M and λ (n) = xor, then for precisely one m ∈ N with (n,m) ∈ E, m ∈M;
• if n∈M and λ (n) = option, then for all m∈N with (n,m)∈ E and µ((n,m)) =
mandatory, m ∈M;

• if m∈M with m 6= r, and m 6∈ AMB, then also n∈M for the unique n with (n,m)∈
E.

Note that this definition does not require that the root is in the model, because
we can have a model where the type of behavior specified by the diagram is not per-
formed at all (M = /0) or where we observe some actions that are part of the behavior
(e.g. Get bike keys ∈M), but are ambiguous and hence can also appear in other behav-
iors, so we cannot conclude that the behavior is being performed in a specific context.
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Just a model of possible behavior is not enough if we wish to support people in
changing their behavior. To do this, we need to know three additional things. Firstly, what
a person is currently doing (i.e. how they normally do things), secondly, what they wish
to change, and thirdly, for which of the desired changes support is sought. To express
this quadruple of possible behavior (D), actual behavior (AB), desired changes (DC), and
sought support (S) we use a behavior model (BM, Definition 2.4).

We assume that the user’s desired changes satisfy two conditions. Firstly, it cannot
already hold. Secondly, a desired change must be achievable2. These conditions align
with literature on goals which defines that you cannot want to achieve something that is
already the case [7,6], and that a goal must be achievable (e.g. [23]).

Definition 2.4 (Behavior Model) Let D = (N,AMB,E,λ ,µ) be a Behavior Diagram.
We then define a Behavior Model BM = (D,AB,DC,S) where:

• AB⊆ N such that D  AB (i.e. AB is a Practical model of D)
• DC : N → {change,keep} is a (partial) function that maps some of the actions

a ∈ N to either change or keep. These respectively indicate that a is desired to
change (either start or stop), or be kept unchanged (keep). If a is not mapped by
DC (formally written a 6∈ domain(DC)) then it indicates that the DC is agnostic
about a. Below we write DC as a set of pairs, i.e. DC ⊂ N×{change,keep}.

• DC is not achieved, i.e., there is at least one n ∈ N that is mapped to change.
Formally: {n | (n,change) ∈ DC} 6= /0.

• DC is achievable with respect to D and AB (see Definition 2.6).
• S is a set of nodes (S ⊆ N) that are in DC where support is desired. It must be

a non-empty subset of the things in DC (formally: S ⊆ domain(DC)∧ S 6= /0). In
many cases, the simplest S is simply all of those things that are desired to change,
i.e. S = {n | DC(n) = change}. However, there may be situations where we want
to change something, but do not need support for it. There may also be situations
where we want to have support to keep doing (rather than changing) a particular
behavior.

We now turn to defining what it means to apply a change DC to a user’s actual
behavior AB. We define this behavior change in two steps. Firstly, we define a function ∆

that applies a desired change directly by making the corresponding change to the model.
This is done by adding those actions a that are changing and are not already being done
(a 6∈ AB) and removing actions that are changing and already being done. However, ∆

can yield an impractical model. For example, if we want to start cycling, then just adding
this yields a model with both cycling and driving to work. We therefore extend ∆ into a
function, ∆∗, that applies the desired changes, and then applies further changes to make
the model practical. These further changes are drawn from the actions which the desired
change is agnostic about3, which we name “repair options”, and, in fact, we only consider
minimal repair options4 (denoted MRO).

2Although people might in practice wish non-achievable things, e.g. biking and driving to work at the same
time, a system trying to help them achieve conflicting things would not be very useful. Instead, a system should
be able to point out that this is the case, which our framework could do by knowing what achievability means.

3More precisely, that DC does not indicate that a particular change n should be kept or changed. However,
in an informal sense, some of these changes will be desired changes, since they are consequences of the DC.
For instance, adding mandatory children of a node that is desired to be added to the behavior.

4Minimality is checked by 6 ∃MRO′ ⊂MRO.D  ∆(BM′M) in Definition 2.5
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For each possible MRO, the function ∆∗ constructs a behavior model BMM that adds
the MRO to the desired changes. It then uses ∆ to apply these changes, and checks that the
resulting model is Practical (D  ∆(BMM)). Since there may be more than one possible
minimal repair option, ∆∗(BM) is a set of (Practical) models (unlike ∆(BM), which is a
single, possibly non-Practical, model).

Definition 2.5 (Behavior Change) Let BM = (D,AB,DC,S) be a behavior model. We
define functions ∆(BM) and ∆∗(BM).

∆(BM) = (AB∪{a | (a,change)∈DC∧a 6∈AB})\{a | (a,change)∈DC∧a∈AB}
∆∗(BM) = {∆(BMM) |MRO⊆ {(n,change) | n 6∈ domain(DC)}∧

D  ∆(BMM)∧ 6 ∃MRO′ ⊂MRO.D  ∆(BM′M)}
where BMM = (D,AB,MRO∪DC,S) and BM′M = (D,AB,MRO′∪DC,S)

We define a behavior model to be achievable iff its desired changes can be realised,
i.e. when we apply DC to AB, then the resulting model can be made Practical by further
adjustments (which do not undo any of the changes from DC).

Definition 2.6 (Achievable) Let BM = (D,AB,DC,S) be a behavior model. Then we say
BM is achievable iff ∆∗(BM) 6= /0.

The ability to determine achievability also explains why our behavior model sup-
ports having a wish to keep a behavior the same. Because wanting to change one thing
will often mean that other things need to be changed in order for the model to remain
Practical. For instance, stopping to drive the route to work will also mean that you have
to start going to work by bike, or stop going to work at all. So if you do not want to
stop going to work, you need to have this explicitly in the behavior model, otherwise
the system will assume that this change can be made in order to create a new Practical
behavior model.

Having defined what it means to apply a change DC to a given behavior AB to obtain
a new behavior AB′, we now define what it means for a desired change DC to be realised
with respect to AB and AB′. Informally, this is the case if: (i) anything that is desired to
change is different in AB and AB′, and (ii) everything that is desired to be kept, is the
same in both AB and AB′.

Definition 2.7 (Change realised) We define a desired change DC being realised by
models AB (before) and AB′ (after), denoted by AB 7→ AB′ � DC, as:

• AB 7→ AB′ � DC ≡ ∀c.(c,change) ∈ DC : (c ∈ AB ⇐⇒ c 6∈ AB′)

∧∀c.(c,keep) ∈ DC : (c ∈ AB ⇐⇒ c ∈ AB′)

Theorem 2.1 (∆ and ∆∗ realise DC) Let BM = (D,AB,DC,S), then (i) applying ∆ to
BM results in AB′ such that DC is realised with respect to AB and AB′ (formally:
AB 7→∆(BM)�DC); and (ii) applying ∆∗ to BM results in a set of AB∗ such that for each
AB∗ ∈ ∆∗(BM), DC is realised with respect to AB and AB∗ (formally: ∀AB∗ ∈ ∆∗(BM) :
AB 7→ AB∗ � DC).
Proof: (i) The definition of ∆ yields an AB′ that changes things in DC that are specified
as change. This means that those changes will be realised with respect to AB and AB′.
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Since ∆ does not change anything else, those things that should be kept are also realised.
(ii) The definition of ∆∗ yields a set of elements where each AB∗ ∈ ∆∗(BM) is constructed
by applying ∆ with a desired change set MRO∪DC. This means that those things in DC
that are specified as change are changed and will be realised with respect to AB and
AB∗. Furthermore, since MRO only contains items n 6∈ domain(DC), we have that ∆∗

does not change anything that is specified in DC as keep. Therefore, those things in DC
that should be kept are also realised with respect to AB and any AB∗ ∈ ∆∗(BM). �

3. Relevant Change Model

The behavior model defines what changes the user wishes to make, and where they desire
support. However, in addition to directly supporting a desired change, a system might
also be able to indirectly support. For this reason, we introduce a relevant change model,
which captures not only our desired changes, but also the additional changes that could
help in bringing these about, which are causes and possible obstacles.

Intuitively, a cause (Definition 3.1) is something that, if changed, will necessarily
bring about (i.e. cause) the desired change. Following our example, supporting me to
start riding my bike would also necessarily lead me to stop taking the car if I want to keep
going to work. Similarly, hiding the car keys would have the same effect, as I cannot drive
without getting my car keys. More precisely, a cause C is a set5 of action-change tuples
such that: (i) if they are changed, assuming that desired changes not requiring support
are respected, there exists at least one minimal repair action that yields a Practical model
(if this is not the case then C is not viable); (ii) all the resulting Practical models realise
the desired changes that require support (i.e. C necessarily leads to the desired change);
and (iii) C is minimal.

The formal definition of cau(BM) below begins by constructing possible candidate
causes (C ⊆ . . .). It defines DCns as the set of things that are desired but do not require
support, DCs as the set of things that are desired and do require support, and BMC which
takes the original behavior model BM and replaces DC with C∪DCns. We assess condi-
tion (i) using ∆∗(BMC) 6= /0: i.e. applying C, assuming DCns is respected, allows a mini-
mal repair action. Condition (ii) is assessed in the following line (∀AB∗ ∈ ∆∗(BMC) . . .),
and the following lines assess condition (iii).

Definition 3.1 (Cause) Given a behavior model BM = (D,AB,DC,S), a cause C for a
desired change DC is a set of action-change tuples denoted cau(BM) defined as:

• cau(BM) = {C |C ⊆ {(a,change) | a 6∈ domain(DC)}∧

∆∗(BMC) 6= /0 ∧
∀AB∗ ∈ ∆∗(BMC) : AB 7→ AB∗ � DCs ∧
6 ∃C′ ⊂C : (∆∗(BM′C) 6= /0∧∀AB∗ ∈ ∆∗(BM′C) : AB 7→ AB∗ � DCs ) }
Where DCns = {(a,m) | (a,m) ∈ DC∧a 6∈ S}
and DCs = {(a,m) | (a,m) ∈ DC∧a ∈ S} and BM = (D,AB,DC,S)

5It is a set because we may need to consider more than one action. For example, consider the tree with a at
its root, and with three OR-decomposed children, b, c and d, where we have AB = {a,c,d} and want to start
doing b, and keep doing a. Stopping d won’t achieve anything, nor will stopping c, but stopping both c and d
will force b to be done. Therefore, {c,d} is a cause but neither {c} nor {d} are causes.
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and BMC = (D,AB,C∪DCns,S) and BM′C = (D,AB,C′∪DCns,S)

Turning to possible obstacles, these are things that are a consequence of the de-
sired change. Possible obstacles are important because if we have trouble changing these
things, then we would also have trouble with our desired changes. For example, not be-
ing able to find my bicycle keys will stop me from going by bike. Therefore, supporting
the user to overcome a possible obstacle can help (indirectly) support a desired change
by potentially removing an obstacle to the change.

In addition to requiring that a possible obstacle is a consequence of the desired
change, we also need an additional condition: in the case where not all desired changes
require support, we only want to consider (a,change) to be a possible obstacle if it is a
consequence of the supported desired changes. The reason is simple: if a change does
not need to be supported, then we do not want to include its possible obstacles as support
options. In the definition below, the first condition (∀AB∗) checks that a changing is a
necessary consequence of DC. The second condition6 (∃AB′) checks that this change is
related to a desired change that requires support7.

Definition 3.2 (Possible obstacles) Given a behavior model BM = (D,AB,DC,S) we
define the set of all possible obstacles pob(BM):

• pob(BM) = {c | c ∈ {(a,change) | a 6∈ domain(DC)}∧

∀AB∗ ∈ ∆∗(BM) : AB 7→ AB∗ � {c}∧
∃AB′ ∈ ∆∗(BMs) : AB 7→ AB′ � {c} }
Where DCs = {(a,m) | (a,m) ∈ DC∧a ∈ S}
and BM = (D,AB,DC,S), BMs = (D,AB,DCs,S)

In considering what changes may help the user to achieve DC (i.e. the relevant
change model, Definition 3.3), we therefore have three cases. Firstly, we could directly
support a desired change c ∈DC. Secondly, we could support a cause, which would then
lead to the desired change. Thirdly, we could support a possible obstacle, which may be
hindering the desired change. The second and third cases are indirect support, and the
third is weaker in that it may not actually always help.

Definition 3.3 (Relevant change model) Given an achievable behavior model BM =
(D,AB,DC,S), we define a relevant change model RCM(BM) as being the smallest set
such that:

• ({c},direct) ∈ RCM(BM) if c ∈ DC; and
• (C, indirect-cau) ∈ RCM(BM) if C ∈ cau(BM); and
• ({c}, indirect-pob) ∈ RCM(BM) if c ∈ pob(BM).

Where direct, indirect-cau and indirect-pob are labels.

The next two theorems show that when changing either the causes or possible ob-
stacles, the main desired change is achievable.

6This condition is an exists because the desired changes that do not require support are being ignored, which
may lead to additional possible models.

7If DCs = DC (i.e. all desired changes require support) then this condition reduces to the desired change
being achievable (since the first condition implies that any model resulting from applying DC satisfies {c})
which we assume to be the case (Definition 2.4).
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Theorem 3.1 For all (C, indirect-cau) ∈ RCM(BM) we have that ∆∗(BMC) 6= /0 where
BMC = (D,AB,C∪DC,S) .
Proof: We know that (C, indirect-cau) ∈ RCM(BM) iff C ∈ cau(BM). By Definition 3.1,
we know that applying C∪DCns (in ∆∗(BMC)) results in a state AB∗ where all the desired
changes in DCs are met. But DC = DCns∪DCs, and therefore in this state we also have
that C∪DC is met, and hence is possible. �

Theorem 3.2 For all ({c}, indirect-pob)∈ RCM(BM) we have that ∆∗(BMc) 6= /0 where
BMc = (D,AB,{c}∪DC,S) .
Proof: We know that ({c}, indirect-pob)∈RCM(BM) iff c∈ pob(BM). By Definition 3.2
we know that applying DC results in a state in which the change {c} holds. Therefore
{c}∪DC is possible. �

The definitions of Sections 2 & 3 have been implemented in Prolog to test the com-
plex reasoning around support, causes, and possible obstacles, to ensure that the defini-
tions yield the answers expected, and that they do not have missing cases or parts. This
implementation, including an example, can be found at [21].

4. User survey

The goal of the relevant change model is to identify behaviors that, if supported to
change, could be relevant to supporting the desired change. The definitions of causes and
possible obstacles are based on the formal consequences and antecedents to a change.
However, this does not mean that they are also seen as intuitively relevant by users seek-
ing help with a change in behavior. Therefore, a user study was done. Participants were
first asked about their own intuitions for what should be in the relevant change model,
and, subsequently, were asked to assess sets with causes and possible obstacles for help-
fulness in realizing the (primary) behavior change goal for different scenarios.

4.1. Methodology

We recruited 120 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk (55% female, mean age:
36.68 (sd: 9.70)) and paid for their time. The study design was approved by the human-
research ethics committee of the institution of the first author (ID=975). We began by
giving participants an introduction to what behavior trees look like, including an expla-
nation of the different types of relationships. These were always explicitly worded in the
example pictures (e.g. ‘exclusive choice’ between two xor children). Additionally, all
behavior change scenarios were described in text. The full survey can be found in [21].

Next, participants were each shown 6 (randomly) out of a possible 22 small behav-
ior scenarios, along with a tree picture. The full set of trees can be found in [21]. The
scenarios included trees of depth 2, combinations of the relationships (with or, xor
and option, including both optional and mandatory children), and stopping and start-
ing both parent and child actions (2 or 3 of them in the tree). Participants were asked:
“Aside from directly supporting [main action] (for instance motivating you to do so),
which other changes could the system help you with to indirectly help you achieve your
goal?” All actions other than the main change were given as multi-select options.
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Finally, participants were shown three scenarios, one with option as main change
one with xor, and one with or). Each had two desired changes (one stopping, one
starting) in two different trees both with a root and at least two children. They were
then shown four possible support options: one with the causes, one with the possible
obstacles, one with both, and one empty set. They were asked to first rank them: “Below,
are four options on additional changes the system could help you with to reach your main
goals. Please rank these options as to which makes most sense to you.”. Then they were
asked to rate them: “Additionally, for each of these options, please indicate how helpful
it would be for you to achieve your main goals of [2 main goals] if the system were to
help you with them.”.

4.2. Survey Results & Discussion

In this section, we will first discuss how intuitive the sets of causes, possible obstacles
and combination were to support a main change. Secondly, we will discuss participant’s
own intuitions on what should be in a relevant change model. Note that this order (chosen
for clarity of exposition) is the opposite of the order in the experiment.

For all types of scenarios (xor, or, option nodes as main change), a linear re-
gression8 shows that the content of the relevant change set (i.e empty, possible obstacles,
causes, or both) was a significant predictor of helpfulness to the main change (xor: F(3,
484)=24.14 ,p < 0.001, or: F(3,484) = 64.46, p < 0.001, option: F(3,484) = 72.69,
p < 0.001 resp.). Table 1 shows the results of a single measures t-test (comparing to neu-
tral 0) indicating whether the set of changes was considered significantly helpful. Addi-
tionally, it shows the significant results of a linear regression with pairwise comparisons
between the sets on helpfulness scores. These indicate which sets were considered more
helpful than which others within their category (xor, or, option).

For the or and option scenarios, the results show that the relevant change model
(Definition 3.3) contains only helpful changes (including the causes and possible
obstacles), and that it makes sense to not distinguish between causes and possible
obstacles in importance for these scenarios. However, in the xor scenario we see that
the set with only causes was neither helpful nor detrimental. This is surprising, but can
be explained when examining the scenario. The cause included in this case involved
stopping the parent of the action to be stopped, something which seems to have been
counter-intuitive. E.g. if you want to stop driving to work, it does not seem right to
stop going to work at all. We return to this point below, proposing an adjustment to the
behavior model in Definition 4.1.

We also studied how closely aligned the causes and possible obstacles are to peo-
ple’s own intuitions on a relevant change model. Our experimental results show a lot of
individual differences, with on average 5.14 different combinations of changes for a sin-
gle scenario. If we define consensus to mean at least a 10% difference between the most
common and second-most common answer, consensus was reached on only half of the
scenarios (6 out of 7 xor scenarios, 5/8 or, 0/7 option). This might be because for
the option relationship there are more possibilities for the precise relationship between
parent and child actions. (e.g. some might be ambiguous and others not9). Moreover,

8All data was analyzed with R version 4.2.1.
9Our survey did not include the notion of actions being ambiguous; including individual intuition on which

actions are ambiguous might increase the consensus.
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Table 1. Statistical results for the three types of scenarios, showing both deviation from the neutral 0 on the
helpfulness score, and which sets were found to be significantly more helpful than others. (PO = Possible
obstacles, C=Causes, B=Both, N=Neither *=p < 0.05, **=p<0.01)

Scen. Helpful? (score>0) More helpful than

XOR PO m=6, t=16.77, p<0.001** C:(F(1.242)=70.13)**, B:(F(1.242)=43.02)**
N:(F(1.242)=46.62)**

C m= -0.48, t=-0.69, p=0.49
B m=1.26, t=2.03, p<0.05* C:(F(1.242)=3.99)**
N m=1.66, t=3.15, p<0.01** C:(F(1.242)=6.46)*

OR PO m=6.26, t=24.67, p<0.01** N:(F(1.242)=83.21)**
C m=5.9, t=18.56, p<0.01** N:(F(1.242)=66.98)**
B m=7.45, t=23.48, p<0.01** C:(F(1.242)=12.77)**, PO(F(1.242)=9.16)**,

N:F(1.242)=111.9)**
N m=0.46, t=0.78, p=0.44

Opt. PO m=6.7, t=24.49, p<0.01** N:(F(1.242)=86.68)**
C m=5.98, t=19.15, p<0.01** N:(F(1.242)=65.19)**
B m=7.86, t=32.86, p<0.01** C:(F(1.242)=23.83)**, PO:(F(1.242)=9.93)**,

N:(F(1.242)=131.7)**
N m=0.66, t=1.12, p=0.26

there is often an implicit temporal ordering. On the other hand, the or and xor rela-
tionships have a clearer meaning. This potentially explains why there is more diversity,
and less consensus, for the option relationship. We observed that the consensus always
included all possible obstacles, but not always all causes. This was either for semantic
reasons (preferring one option over another despite identical relationships10), or could
be traced back to the intuition that when stopping an or/xor child you do not want to
also stop the parent, echoing our findings for the helpfulness ratings.

To incorporate this intuition into our framework we follow Grice’s maxim of qual-
ity [5], which refers to people tending to make their utterances exactly as informative as
necessary, not more. It is implied, therefore, that when you say you want to stop a more
specific child action you do not want to stop the parent. For example, indicating want-
ing to stop driving to work as a desired change implies that one does not want to stop
going to work (its parent). We account for this by adjusting the behavior model (Defi-
nition 4.1): whenever DC includes stopping a child of an or- decomposition or a xor-
decomposition, and the parent is not in DC, then we add the parent to the DC as a keep.

Definition 4.1 (Grice-adjusted behavior model) Let D = (N,AMB,E,λ ,µ) be a Be-
havior Diagram and BM be a Behavior Model BM = (D,AB,DC,S). We define a
Grice-adjusted behavior Model BMg as BMg = (D,AB,DC′,S) where DC′ = DC ∪
{(n′,keep) | n ∈ AB ∧ (n,change) ∈ DC ∧ (n′,n) ∈ E ∧ λ (n) ∈ {or,xor} ∧ n′ 6∈
domain(DC)}.

10For example for the scenario: “Imagine a situation where you go to visit your cousin every weekend. You
have three different ways of getting there: by bike, bus, or by taxi. Currently, you always go by taxi. You want
the system to help you stop taking the taxi to visit your cousin, since you want to save cost.” People had a
preference for ’start biking’ over ’start taking the bus’ or both, probably reasoning that biking was cheaper than
the bus. This type of semantic information is not captured in our formalization.
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5. Discussion & Conclusion

The main contribution of this work is a formal framework with which behavior change
support AI can represent and reason about a user’s wish for change in the context of their
behavior. This framework adds the reasoning capabilities required to reason about not
only which changes are desired, but also what additional changes would be relevant to
achieve this. Our relevant change model is built on the premise that the causes of and
possible obstacles to a change are relevant, which is confirmed by a user survey. This
work provides a foundation for more flexible, personalized behavior change support.
Rather than a tool to help with one thing, we envision behavior change support systems
which can support a range of different changes that users might wish to make.

Process of flexible support: Though modeling the wish for change is a crucial aspect
of flexible support, it is not the only step in behavior change. In the following para-
graphs, we will contextualize our contribution within the larger change process. The
trans-theoretical model of behavior change models the different stages of change [18].
Our framework is specifically aimed at modeling the change goal of people who require
help to get from determination to the maintenance stage via action. This means that peo-
ple already are sure about a change, but need help putting this into practise. However,
technology might also itself try to understand what the user wishes to change (for in-
stance based on values, as in [3,20]).

After understanding comes the actual support. We argue that it would be possible to
take the output of our framework and in a next step automatically identify how to support
these changes. There are several elements which contribute to a change in behavior such
as motivation and capability [4]. These contributors to change are individual and, there-
fore, would need to be elicited from a user for each desired change. Michie et al. show
that such contributors to change can be linked to the types of interventions likely to be
successful [15,14]. Based on the models that our framework provides, a system could
elicit the contributors to change for the modelled changes and select the corresponding
options for support based on the theories described. A next step would be to monitor
whether the change actually happens, for instance through behavior monitoring [17], and
temporal behavior reasoning [9].

The type of flexible support as described in this paper relies on the assumption that
the information modeled can be acquired. We assume that usually the user knows their
own and possible behavior, as well as what they wish to change. Therefore, asking the
user about their actions and behaviors might be a good and transparent solution, e.g. in
[1]. However, some aspects of current behavior might also be learned, e.g. [19]. Uncer-
tainty or vagueness might be incorporated as in [9]. The model might also not be static,
but rather have to be updated over time if possible behavior (e.g. after buying a car) or
desired changes evolve.

Conclusion: In conclusion, the framework presented in this paper provides a way for
an AI agent to model a user’s wish for behavior change in the context of their possible
and actual behavior. Additionally, we provide a formalisation of the possible obstacles
to and causes of a change. In a user survey, we show that this method identifies intuitive
relevant changes. This work provides a foundation for behavior change systems to adapt
their behavior to the specific needs of each individual user.
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